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IAADFS webinar: key operators see more challenges
ahead before recovery begins mid-2021
The International Association of Airport
Duty Free Stores hosted a critical, informative
webinar on Dec. 2. An expert panel of duty
free operators discussed their perspectives on
the current business challenges confronting
the travel retail industry in the Americas due
to the COVID-19 crisis and their perceptions
regarding future opportunities.
Entitled Managing Through COVID:
From Crisis to Recovery, the panel was led
by Rene Riedi (Dufry) who is chairman of the
Association, along with Jackie McDonagh
(Aer Rianta), who discussed the situation in
Canada faced by both airports and land border
stores; Erasmo Orillac (Motta Internacional
SA), presenting his observations on the
airports in South and Central America where
Motta operates; and Matthew Greenbaum
(International Shoppes), speaking about his
company’s experience in North America.
Rene Riedi also discussed the current state of
travel in the airports where Dufry runs the
concessions in Latin America and the
Caribbean, ranging from Mexico to Brazil and
Argentina.
Michael Payne, IAADFS President and
CEO, updated participants on the advocacy
and legislative efforts of the Association and
its partners seeking relief for concessionaires,
which he described as “evolving” and
changing from day to day.
The structure of the session allowed time
for audience questions and participation from
supplier and retail members, as well as a
series of interesting instant polls, where

audience members responded to queries on
topics ranging from staffing to revenue to
future plans.
In his introduction, Riedi noted that one
objective of the session was to gauge how the
industry is perceiving priorities going
forward. He noted the encouraging news that
several promising vaccines are in the works
and that the UK had approved the Pfizer
vaccine that morning. But he tempered his
optimism with the warning that there will be
limited access to these vaccines in the
immediate future.
“We will be deep into 2021 until travel
restrictions are lifted,” he predicted.
Each of the panelists detailed how they
have improved efficiencies and stepped up
customer service to better cater to the greatly
reduced number of passengers now traveling.
All see some hints of recovery aheadalthough how much and how fast will depend
on the availability of vaccines, they
concurred.
“We believe that the first half of 2021 will
look the same as the second half of 2020, but
that we will see significant improvement in
the second half of 2021,” noted Riedi. He
does not see “full” recovery to 2019 levels of
international travel until 2023, however, or
even 2024-2025 in some markets.
TMI will present further details of the
presentations in our next issue.
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Dufry-Hudson successfully
complete merger
Dufry and its subsidiary Hudson Ltd. successfully closed their previously announced merger
on December 1, 2020.
The closing of the transaction follows a special
general meeting of Hudson’s shareholders held on
November 30, 2020, where Hudson’s shareholders voted to approve and adopt the merger by
98.59% of the votes cast at the meeting.
Following shareholder approval and pursuant
to the terms of the Merger Agreement, Hudson
became an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of
Dufry. Hudson’s Class A shareholders are
entitled to receive $7.70 in cash for each Class A
share held.
In connection with the completion of the
merger, trading in Hudson’s Class A common
shares on the New York Stock Exchange was
suspended on December 1, 2020, and the shares
will be delisted in approximately 10 days.
Julian Diaz, CEO of Dufry Group
commented: “The full re-integration of Hudson
into Dufry is an important element in adapting the
company to the new business environment and
will allow us to reduce complexity, add agility in
the decision-making process and reduce costs
related to the separate listing. From a strategic
perspective we will continue to focus on duty free
and duty-paid travel retail as well as opportunities
in alternative channels such as airport food &
beverage operations.”
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New allowances and more stores announced at Brazil border conference By John Gallagher
South American Duty Free
Association, ASUTIL, and CEFSU,
the Chamber of Uruguayan Free
Shops, held a two-day virtual
conference on Nov. 24-25, that
examined new opportunities arising
from the opening of duty free shops
on the Brazilian border, during
which government officials
unveiled increased duty free
allowances and details of new store
openings.
Originally planned as a full
conference to take place in Foz de
Iguaçu, Brazil, the event was
modified as a result of the travel
restrictions and safety concerns
resulting from the coronavirus
pandemic. Nevertheless, the virtual
event showed registration of more
than 70 delegates including travel
retail suppliers, store operators and
the duty free press.
The event opened with a
welcome from ASUTIL President
Gustavo Fagundes, (COO of Dufry
Latin America) and CEFSU
President Andres Mendelsohn,
(CEO of DFA Uruguay). They
promised that the well-planned
agenda would feature an important
session on rules and regulations for
exporting to the new duty free
stores from Oscar Betancur of Via
Balcão consultancy and a round
table on labeling especially for the
confectionary and food industry.
Brazilian border allowance
increase approved
Frederico Antunes, Brazilian
deputy for Rio Grande do Sul and
one of the pioneers of the
legislation which allowed duty free
shops to open on the Brazilian side
of the border, broke the welcome
news of the new duty free allowance for border shoppers. Antunes
advised that the Receita Federal
(Brazilian Customs Authority) had
authorized an increase in the duty
free allowance from US$300 to
US$500, which he expected the
Ministry of Economy would
sanction by mid-December. The
new measure should take effect
from January 1, 2021, he said.

Antunes also presented details
of nine new stores due to open
between now and February, which
will bring the total number of
operating stores to 21. The
speakers expect that more stores
will open as COVID-19 cases
began to fall and Brazilians travel
again from the big cities in the
interior to the border. Antunes also
noted that Brazilian airline AZUR
was restarting regional flights from
Porto Alegre to Uruguaiana, Sao
Borja and Rivera/Santana do
Livramento, improving connectivity for shoppers and suppliers. He
also expected to see more investment in hotels, restaurants and
other leisure activities as traffic
flow to the borders improves.
Telmo Moraes Freitas of the
Receita Federal confirmed the store
numbers that Antunes announced.
He also underlined the solid
relationship his agency has with
ASUTIL and CEFSU and discussed how all sides working together
had been able to analyze and
improve the Sepro system that
links the border stores with the
Customs Authorities. Moraes
Freitas also reported that border
sales were improving: sales
reached a record of US$1.6m in
October, the highest month since
the first stores opened last year.
Total sales for the year to date had
reached US$8.9m, compiled from
just over 270,000 transactions, he
said.

Assortments modified
Taking a look at specific shops,
Pedro Henrique Custódio of Dufry
and Areff Sami Salman of New
York Free Shop, who operate stores
in Uruguaiana, introduced their
stores to the delegates and
described how they have adapted
their product assortments since
COVID-19: alcohol is now the top
category, and electronics are
gaining in importance. Perfumes
and cosmetics sales have fallen,
although they are expected to
recover when people leave their
homes again and resume a more
normal social life.
Uruguayan stores suffer double
In a short presentation, Jaime
Borgiani, the Head of the Uruguayan Customs Authority, confirmed
that Uruguayan border duty free
shops have suffered striking sales
drops since borders were closed as
a result of the virus. After starting
the year well in January and February, sales have fallen dramatically
since March. He confirmed that the
Uruguayan government is looking
at ways to provide assistance to the
free shops and was actively talking
to ASUTIL and CEFSU.
Juan Labraga, a senior advisor at
the Ministry of Economics and
Finance, echoed Borgiani’s sentiments and added that the Ministry
was looking at the best way to help
stores without damaging the mainstream retail sector.

Carlos Loaiza, secretary general
of CEFSU, said that his group continues to talk to the Uruguayan
government to obtain additional
benefits for the Uruguayan stores
which have suffered the double
whammy of increased competition
from new stores on the Brazilian
side of the border and an unstable
economic situation in Brazil,
further damaged by COVID-19.
Although the talks have touched on
the possibility of Uruguayan
residents being able to purchase in
the Uruguayan stores, other topics
included increased social benefits
for furloughed workers and
allowing Uruguayans to use their
annual overseas purchasing
allowance of $600 in Uruguayan
border duty free stores instead of ecommerce retailers in North
America and Europe.
Loaiza also presented the latest
Grant Thornton report on the
importance of the border stores to
the economies of the six Uruguayan
cities where duty free sales are
permitted. In many cases, duty free
stores are the biggest employers in
the towns and pay better salaries
and benefits than other retailers.
Although official figures have not
been published for 2020, analysts
expect sales will be at least 70%
down on last year. Most shop
owners hoped that border restrictions would be relaxed for the December – February high season but
this will not happen. Some of the
smaller Uruguayan duty free shops
have closed while the rest await
some government relaxation which
is unlikely to happen in the short
term.
A list of current and future
Brazilian border store locations
and additional speakers are
continued on next page.
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ASUTIL Border
Conference
Continued from page 2
Brazilian Border Stores
operating as of Nov. 26, 2020
Uruguaiana - Dufry Group
Uruguaiana - Central Duty Free
Uruguaiana - Brasil Free Shop
(HQ)
Uruguaiana - Brasil Free Shop (2ND
Shop)
Uruguaiana - New York Free Shop
Uruguaiana - Duty Free Americas
Uruguaiana - Bah Free Shop
Jaguarão - Caraballat
Porto Xavier - Caturra
Barra do Quaraí - Emporio Duty
Free
Porto Mauá - Free Shop Mauá
Foz do Iguaçu – Sky Duty Free
New stores about to open –
permits issued and expected
to operate by end February
2021
Barra do Quaraí – Brasil Free Shop
Barra do Quaraí – New York Free
Shop
Barra do Quaraí – Da Barra Free
Shop
Foz do Iguaçu - Liberty Duty Free
Foz do Iguaçu - Duty Free
Americas
São Borja – Brasil Free Shop
Quaraí – Brasil Free Shop
Uruguaiana – New York Free Shop
(additional store)
Guajará-Mirim - Top Internacional
Additional Border Conference
speakers include:

Frontier Duty Free Association applauds Canadian Government
support for the Hardest Hit sectors
The Frontier Duty Free Association (FDFA) has applauded the
Canadian Federal Government’s
long-awaited Fall Economic
Statement released this week which
centers around support for
Canada’s hardest hit businesses.
The FDFA joined together with
the Coalition of Hardest Hit
Businesses earlier this year in an
effort to obtain much-needed relief
for its land border members, whose
business was decimated by the
travel restrictions imposed as a
result of the coronavirus pandemic.
FDFA Executive Director
Barbara Barrett said: “We are
pleased to share that there were a
number of targeted support
measures announced that will be of
meaningful benefit to the duty free
industry.”
These include:
• The creation of the Highly
Affected Sectors Credit
Availability Program (HASCAP) –
a new program for the hardest hit
businesses.

• Increasing the maximum wage
subsidy rate to 75% for the period
beginning December 20, 2020 and
extending this rate until March 13,
2021.
• Providing a top-up of up to $500
million to Regional Development
Agencies and the Community
Futures Network of Canada. The
government will earmark a
minimum of 25% of all the
Regional Relief and Recovery
Fund’s resources to support local
tourism businesses, representing
$500 million in program support
through June 2021.
• $181.5 million in 2021-22 to the
Department of Canadian Heritage
and the Canada Council for the
Arts to expand their funding
programs to support the planning
and presentation of COVID-19safe events and the arts —
including both live and digital —
and to provide work opportunities
in these sectors.

• Working with industry to
prevent the closure of unique and
irreplaceable flagship events and
festivals across Canada, and to
ensure the survival of key,
globally-recognized assets in this
sector.
• Extending the current subsidy
rates of the Canada Emergency
Rent Subsidy for an additional
three periods until March 13, 2021.
The Coalition of Hardest Hit
Businesses issued the following
statement in response to the Fall
Economic Statement:
“We are delighted to see that
the Government has heard our
concerns and is providing targeted
support measures for the hardest
hit sectors, as outlined in the Fall
Economic Statement. Businesses
in the tourism, travel, hospitality,
arts, festivals and events sectors
are unique and remain in crisis as
we continue to face necessary
public health restrictions.”

Rouge Caribbean expands into St. Croix with new luxury
boutique
Rouge St. Croix, a new duty free and tax free luxury beauty and fragrance boutique, is
scheduled to open to the public on Dec 7, 2020.
Rouge St. Croix is the latest company formed by the owners of Buenos Aires-based
Perfumerias Rouge, one of Argentina’s leading beauty companies. It is the second location in
the U.S. Virgin Islands for Rouge, which also operates a boutique on the waterfront in Charlotte
Amalie, St. Thomas, opened in 2018. Rouge is also the leading luxury retailer in Grenada.
The new store is located at the Orange Grove Shopping Center, strategically located on St
Croix’ busiest corner, to serve the local and visitor market of both Christiansted and
Frederiksted. The store will offer 1,400 square feet of retail space, and a 200 square foot spa
cabin for the high-end Swiss brands Valmont and Cellcosmet.
“Our new Rouge store will have the largest selection of fragrances, beauty, and skin care on
the island, as well as two anchor shop-in-shops, one for Mont Blanc and one for Furla Italy,”
comments consultant Raymond Kattoura, whose company Duty Free & Travel Retail Group Inc
manages business development for Rouge Duty Free Retail Caribe.
Kattoura reports that the Mont Blanc shop-in shop will include the latest launches in writing
instruments, watches, leather goods and luggage.
“The Furla Italy corner, the world leader in handbags, will open with the Summer 2021
Collection,” he confirms. The store will also carry other accessories, including fashion jewelry,
watches and sunglasses.
“Our Cabins will be exclusive for the world-renowned luxury Swiss skin care lines, Valmont,
and Cellcosmet, which will deliver facials and beauty services.
“Rouge Duty Free is proud to be St. Croix’s affordable luxury shopping destination. We look
forward to welcome everyone to our beautiful store,” says Kattoura. adding that that the
company may be announcing more Caribbean openings for Rouge Duty Free in the near future.
For more information, contact Raymond Kattoura at Kattoura@dfrg.us
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Pernod Ricard Global Travel Retail prepares for the future of travel
retail with digitalization powered by consumer insights
Pernod Ricard GTR is using a
consumer-centric approach drawing on multiple data sources to
prepare for the future of travel
retail amidst the global pandemic,
says Anuj Roy, Strategy & Insights
Director at Pernod Ricard GTR.
This observation was part of
Roy’s discussion on how PR GTR
is “staying ahead of the curve” at
the inaugural Moodie Davitt
Virtual Travel Retail Expo in
October.
Roy said that by staying true to
its core business model, Pernod
Ricard is able to map the industry’s
recovery and establish a closer
connection to travelers, creating
products and solutions aligned to
evolving expectations.
PR GTR's research involves
over 10,000 travelers across nine
nationalities worldwide and uses
social media monitoring to track
recovery, including monitoring the
status of the virus, the levels of
lockdown and mobility in the
domestic market, as well as airline
capacity, bookings and passenger
traffic.
Despite ongoing changes to
national restrictions and traveler
behaviors, PR GTR remains
optimistic, says Roy. “We believe
in the transformational power of
travel. It fulfils an intrinsic human
urge to get out, connect and explore the world. International travel
will rebound and with it, travel
retail.”
During another panel at the
Virtual Travel Retail Expo, PR
GTR predicted a major transformation within the travel retail
space, driven by the rapid adoption
of digital during the pandemic.
This panel, discussing the digitalization of travel retail and the
opportunities it represents, was
hosted by Pernod Ricard’s Craig
Johnson, VP Marketing GTR who
was joined by key industry leaders,
Cameron Worth, founder of SharpEnd; Mudit Jaju, global ecommerce
head at Wavemaker; and Charlie
Merrells, Head of Strategy at Molzi
and former head buyer BWS
Amazon UK.

The panel was moderated
by Doug Newhouse, retail editor
at Drinks Intel.
Duty Free e-commerce rising
As a result of the pandemic,
consumers are becoming more
aware of e-commerce opportunities in duty free. Charlie Merrells
argues that it is imperative for
travel retail brands to educate
consumers about online services,
and make these services as accessible as possible.
“Right now, it’s important to
get back to basics and offer travelers a compelling reason to purchase products within the channel.
There are huge opportunities to
provide convenient offers, and
convenience is critical when you
talk about the e-commerce journey. Education around services
such as click & collect and making
these transactions as frictionless as
possible will be key to reaching
consumers at various pick up
points along the traveller journey,”
said Merrells.
Pernod Ricard’s Johnson
agreed: “A frictionless journey
will, now more than ever, become
absolutely critical. Airports are
some of the most dynamic environments in the world, so the
question is now: how are we going
to leverage the digital experience
to really add to this.”
Mudit Jaju believes ecommerce will become more
omni-channel; “… We’ve already
seen, particularly in some markets
in Asia over the past few years, the
evolution of social platforms into
e-commerce channels. Facebook,
Snapchat, and even Pinterest are
starting to become meaningful
front ends. Brands now have this
unprecedented opportunity to
bring themselves to life on digital
platforms, and the platforms are
really leaning in.”

Pernod Ricard GTR’s new
conceptual bar space equipped
with a robot bartender.

Digital solutions to combat
physical problems
The panel also addressed how
to engage consumers when they
are hesitant to handle product in
Duty Free. PR GTR consumer data
reveals that of the shoppers feeling
less confident about shopping in
Duty Free, 66% fear touching or
picking up items that have been
handled by other people. But as
Johnson argued, “At some point in
the future, people will want to go
in-store and connect with brand
ambassadors for that human interaction again. What we’ll need to
do in the meantime is add richness
to products in a different way.”
Cameron Worth echoed this
concept, also pointing out that
“whether it’s through digitalization, by way of connected bottles
for spirits, or through other unique
digital touchpoints in order to
provide consumers with that
wealth of data, brands need to be
creative in how they get consumers to engage with product
once more.”
Physical experience meets online
interaction
Johnson explained the need for
travel retail spaces to become

more engaging, and previewed
upcoming store innovations
including the new Martell Perfect
Door. A GTR-specific feature,
the Perfect Door is an experience
wall that has been designed as a
digital touchpoint providing
travelers with an engaging brand
experience. The doors are activated
by motion sensors, giving travelers
access to the world of Martell via
product details and brand heritage,
all of which can be initiated using
touchless technology.
World’s first robotic airport bar
in Duty Free
Johnson also revealed details
around a world first for Duty Free,
PR GTR’s new conceptual bar
space equipped with a robot
bartender. The space – which will
be introduced into the channel soon
-- supports the group’s vision for
the future of retail while addressing
heightened expectations around
hygienic and contact-free tastings
using an AI bartender. This is the
first time a tasting robot will be
used in travel retail. The space’s
branding can be changed instantaneously thanks to its digital
screens, removing the need to
produce additional POS assets.

